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THE CONCEPT OF Brahman may be said to constitute the
central core of the philosophical outlook of Hinduism. It is the master idea
in the Vedas and the Upanisads, which have been the fountain-sourceof
inspiration in Indian culture down through the ages. It has imparted to
Hinduismits remarkablecatholicityof outlook, its power to absorbin a spirit

of creative synthesis the different streams of cultural influence that have

pouredinto India in the courseof the centuries,its boundlessvitality in withstanding the successive waves of alien attack in the cultural field, and its
limitless toleration in allowing within itself the peaceful growth of all types

of doctrinal systems and spiritual practices. It is the concept of Brahman
which makes Hinduism a kind of universal and eternal religion. Hinduism
can, indeed, aptly be describedas a religion of no-religion. It is a religion
in so far as it emphasi7es the necessity of living in harmony with the basic
spiritual truths of existence; and yet it is not a religion in so far as it does
not set itself in opposition to the other great religions of the world but insists

upon the human spirit'sgoing beyond all doctrinalreligions. Hinduism has
been constant in its affirmation of the essential unity of all religions as different lines of approach to the same fundi mental spiritual reality of the world.

Now, what is the merning of the word "Brahman"?What are the philosophical implicarioncof the theory of Brahman? The term "Brahman"etymologically means the Great, the Supreme. It sums up the Hindu view of
the nature of ultimate reality. Brahman is the cosmic principle of existence,
the ultimate unifying and integrating principle of the universe. It has two
inseparable aspects or modes of existence: nirguna and saguna,1 impersonal
xSagvna Brahman is the Supreme Spirit conceived as the universal principle endowed with such
cosmic functions as creation, maintenance, and dissolution. Nirguna Brahmn has been conceived in
various ways. According to Sarkara-Vedinta, it is devoid of all attributes or qualifying characteristics.
(See Swami Nikh;,12andda The Upanishads. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949, VoL I, pp. 25-31.)
According to Vaisnavism, Nirgtna Brahman is either the self-luminosity and spiritual pervasivenessof
the Supreme Personality or His freedom from natural attnrbutes and sensuous qualities, even though
He is endowed with such supernal qualities as absolute truth, absolute goodness, absolute beauty, absolute bliss, etc. See RadhagovindaNith, Sri Sri Csitany$ Caritimriter Bbumiki [in Bengali] (Calcutta:
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and personal, indeterminableand self-determining. Brahman, which is at
once indeterminableand self-determining,is thus the unity of freedom and
creativity,time and eternity, ineffable silence and perpetual self-expression.
BRAHMANAS INEFFABLESILENCE

Brahman,in its indeterminableaspect,is the great Silence2 in so far as it
outsoars all logical conception and verbal characterization. No words are
adequate to describe it; no human notion is able to penetrate its inmost
essence; no philosophical system can pronounce the last word about the
fathomless mysteryof its being.
"Brahmanis that from which our words,togethbrwith the mind, turn back
frustrated." (Yata vaco nirvartanteaprapyamanasi saha.)a
But this is not to be construedas agnosticism. Even though Brahman is
inaccessibleto the relational way of thinking, or to our conceptual understanding,it is possible for man to attain a direct vision of Brahmanby transcending the trammelsof the intellect. Brahmancan be immediatelyapprehended by what has been called knowledge-by-identityor knowledge-bybeing.4 One can realize Brahman by being one with Brahman. The vision
of Brahman is in the nature of supersensuousand supra-rationalimmediate
experienceborn of the complete integrationof personality.
The closest rational approachto the essential nature of Brahman is provided, perhaps, by such terms as pure being, pure consciousness,and pure
joy. So, it may be said that the primordialmanifestationof Brahmanin the
intelligible sphere is infinite being-consciousness-joy(sat-cit-ananda).5Brahman is pure infinite being, not in the sense of an abstractconcept common
to differentforms of existence,but in the sense of the indeterminablecreative
Bhaktigranthapracirabhanda,Bangibda 1355), p. 80. Brahmanbeing of the nature of innite conscious
delight (cidinandaripam), Nirgrsna may also be taken to mean the delight of unvarying self-existence
as distinguished from the delight of variable self-manifestation. See Sintadis Bibiji, Vedintf Darians
(Calcutta: Chakravarry, Chatterjee and Co., Sakibdi 1854), p. 10. Finally, Nirguina Bratman may
also be interpreted as the supra-cosmic poise of being of Saguna Brahman, that is to say, Brabman in
so fas as it is indeterminablein being and inexhaustible in richness of content. See Sri Aurobindo, The
Life Divine (New York: Sri Aurobindo Library, Inc., 1951), pp. 287-288. This would be a synthesis
of the standpoints of Saimkaraand Riminuja.
2Nirguna Brahman is Silence in the sense that it is beyond all verbalized expression. See S. Radhakrisnan, Indian Philosophy (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1951), Vol. I, p. 178.
aittiriya Upanisad 11.4.
4Knowledge of Brahman is immediate non-dual experience,in which the distinction between knower
and known is transcended.Thus, knowledge-by-being and knowledge-by-identity mean the same thing.
See Taittiriya

Upanisad ILl.

Brahman in its inmost essence is, strictly speaking, entirely inexpressible. The utmost that can be
said by way of indicating the essential nature of Brahmanis that it is infinite being, infinite consciousness, and infinite joy.
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source of all existence. As pure being, it is, in essence, beyond the dualities
of life and death, or of existence and non-existence. Brahmanis pure infinite
consciousness,not in the theological sense of an all-inclusive knower, but
in so far as it is that pure unobjective light of consciousnesswhich lights
up all empiricaland objective knowledge. As pure consciousness,Brahman
is beyondthe polarity of subjectand object,knower and knowable. Brahman
is pure infinite joy, not in the religious sense that it is the bliss-bestowing
ruler or the supreme lover of the world, but in so far as it is beyond the
psychicpolaritiesof pain and pleasure,sorrowand joy, and beyondthe duality
of lover and beloved.
As being-consciousness-joy,Brahman is the unity of fact, thought, and
value. Realism,idealism, and pragmatismbuild upon these three inseparable
aspects of the same reality. Realism lays stress upon the moment of fact as
the primary and determining factor. Idealism emphasizes the moment of
thought as the primary and determining factor. Pragmatismfastens upon
the moment of value as the primaryand determining factor. According to
the theory of Brahman, fact, thought, and value-being, consciousness,and
joy-are, in ultimate analysis, interwoven and interrelatedaspects of the
same indivisiblereality.
Brahman is indeterminable,not in the sense that it is incapable of selfdetermination,but in the sense that though it is capable of endless selfdetermination,it cannot be limited to, or identified with, any specific determination, or sum of determinations,or the collectivity of all determinations.
Unfathomable and inexhaustible in its essence, Brahman as the ineffable
Supremetranscendsthe limitations of all self-expression,whether cosmic or
individual. As inexhaustible and illimitable, the Supremeis called Nirguna
Brahman;but, as endowed with the power of endless self-determinationand
revealed as the universal creative principle, it is called Saguna Brahman.
Saguna Brahmanperforms the threefold cosmic function of creation,maintenance, and dissolution in regard to the cosmic manifold.6 It creates the
world, pervades and permeates it, controls it as a principle of immanent
finality, and periodicallydissolves it on the fulfillment of a particularplan
of evolution, so that it can be recreatedanew in accordancewith a new
scheme of evolutionary self-manifestation. The whole process of selfmanifestationwhich constitutesthe essence of the beginninglessand endless
'Saguna Brahmanis the same as isvara (the Lord of the universe), who is the creative source of all
multiplicity. See Swami Nikhilananda, The Upanishads,VoL I, p. 49. According to Sarhkara,Saguna
Brabman is, from the ultimate standpoint, an unreal superimposition upon Nirguna Brahman. According to Aurobindo, Saguna Brahman is as real a form of manifestation of the Supremeas Nirguna Brahbman. See Sri Aurobindo, Isha Upanisbad (Calcutta: Arya Publishing House, 1924), p. 52.
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cosmicflow may be said to be promptedby a kind of "purposelesspurpose."7
The "purpose"operative in the world processis no desire or need or want
in Brahman. It is called lda, the self-expansiveurge of delight, the outflow
of creative joy, the spirit of playful self-expression. Law is the mechanism
through which creative joy expresses itself in infinitely diverse forms. So,
Saguna Brahman is, indeed, the supreme artist of the world. The world of
endlessvariationsis a spontaneousoutpouringof the fullness of his joy.'
BRAHMAN AS IDENTITY OF ALL FUNDAMENTAL

POLARITIES
Accordingto the theory of Brahman,reality is, in its deepest essence, beyond all such polarities as one and many, infinite and finite, absolute and
relative, and the like. But, viewed from the human standpoint,reality may
be describedas the identity or creative unity of all polar opposites. This is
SagunaBrahman. He may be describedas the One endowedwith the power
of manifesting Himself as an endless many;9He is the Infinite having the
inherentpower of manifestingHimself underthe aspectof finimude.'?
Saguna
Brahmanis at once the archetypalmale and the archetypalfemale.1l That
is why the Vedinta calls it Isvara-maya;the Tantras call it Siva-Sakti;Vaisnavism calls it Ridha-krsna,or Sita-Rima, or Visnu-Laksmi. As the archetypalmale, Brahmanis immutableand eternallyperfect,sufficientunto itself,
and is supreme knowledge or absolute thought. As the archetypalfemale,
Brahmanis endless creativity,the perpetualbecoming of time, the dynamic
flux of empiricalexistence, the principleof objectivityand love--hat is, the
creativeprinciplewhich brings into existencethe objectiveworld as an object
of enjoymentfor the pure subject. These two, the masculineand the feminine
factors-Krsna and Radha,or Siva and Sakti-are, however, two inseparable
aspectsof the same cosmic principle.
The purpose,in this context, is not to be taken in its ordinary sense of the fulillment of any want
or desire. It is the self-expansive urge of creative delight inherent in Saguna Brabman, or His will to
express the joy of variable self-manifestation. See Brabma-sitra, II.i32.
'Taittiriya
Taittiriya

Upanisad IlL 6.

UpanisadIII. 6. "Brahman willed, 'I am one, I shall become many, and be manifested.'"
Z?TheLord says in the Giti, "I am manifested in the world of life as an eternal portion of myself
in individualized form." Bhagavad-gita XV.7.
Saguna Brahman is Brabman endowed with

attributes

and dynamic

creative power (iakti).

In

Hindu philosophy, the creative energy of the spirit, the principle of becoming, is described metaphorically as the feminine principle, whereas the principle of being (sattd), which is the basis and support
ef the creative flow of becoming, is characterized metaphoricallyas the male principle. While Vedinta
lays special stress upon pure being, Tantra lays special stress upon pure becoming or energy. According to
both, however, reality in its deepest essence is conceived as beyond male-female

tiation.

static-dynamic

differen-
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There are some systemsof thought in Hinduism which separatethe masculine and the feminine components of'the cosmic principle and conceive
of them as forming an irreducibledualism. For instance, in the Siimkhya
philosophy we find that the archetypalmale and the archetypalfemale are
conceivedas the ontologicallydiscontinuousprinciplesof purusaand prakrti.'2
The manifestedworld is explained as the offspring, as it were, of some kind
of union of purusaand prakrti. And prakrti,the ultimate principleof objectivity, is conceivedas determinedin all its functioning by the "desirelesswill"
of purusa. It is in order to satisfy purusathat prakrti functions, sometimes
in an extravertedway toward creation and evolution, and sometimes in an
introvertedfashion toward liberationand involution. Prakrtiis, indeed, like
a dancing girl who is never tired of dancing and unfolding the charms and
graces of her form so long as purusais interestedin her dancing; but as soon
as purusa is satiated with the delights of self-externalizationand is seized
with a kind of nostalgic longing for self-realization,prakrti shrinks back,
stops dancing, and helps purusa to realize the pure essence of his being.'3
This spirit of close co-operationbetween purusa and prakrti, and the teleological subordinationof the latter to the former, make their ontological
dualism more apparent than real. So, in the Bhagavad-gita,the apparent
dualism of purusaand prakrti,i.e., the dualism of being and becoming, subject and object, is describedas only a derivative stage in the objective selfmanifestation of the one undivided bipolar spiritual reality of the world.'4
Evolutionarynature (aparaprakrti) is describedthere as the lower form of
manifestation of the regulative higher nature, or the spiritual Supernature
(para prakrti),of the SupremeSpirit(Purusottama).
Brahman has been describedin the Upanisads as abundance,plenum, infinite fullness. Brahman is so completely infinite that even the subtraction
of an infinite world of finite forms cannot destroy its infinity or diminish
its plenitude of being. The logic of the infinite entails that if you take an
infinite from an infinite what remains is the infinite. This implies that
Brahman is capable of existing simultaneously in many forms.15 The indeterminable transcendent,the unitary universal, and the multiple individual-these are different forms of existence of the same Brahman. The
Simkhya believes in the dualism of puruss and prakrti. Purusa is pure being and consciousness,
and is metaphorically describedas the male principle. Prakrti is conceived as the unconscious principle
of perpetual becoming, and is metaphorically describedas the feminine principle. Prakrti has been compared to a dancing girl who dances for the enjoyment of purus.a,and then ceases to dance for his liberation. See S. C Chatterjce and D. M. Datta, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy (4th ed., Calcutta:
University of Calcutta, 1950), p. 289.
3S. Sastri, trans., isvarakrsna'sSitmhya-KJriki (Madras: Madras University, n.d.), p. 59.
"See Anilbaran Roy, ed., The Messageof the Gita (London: George Alien and Unwin, Ltd., 1946),
"5See Sri Aurobindo, Isha Upanishad, pp. 36-37.
pp. 109-111.
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inmost essence of indivicatli7od existence is called the Atman, the Self.
The Atman is not the same thing as the ego which is the organi7ingprinciple
of the conscious mind. Nor is it to be understoodas the mere aggregate of
such different members of embodied existence as body, life, mind, and the
unconsciouspsyche. The Atman is, in truth, the ultimate integrating principle of the totality of subjective existence. It is Brahman in that mode of
being in which it sustains the development of an individual as a unique
medium of its objective self-expression. So, the Atman, the true Self'6 of
the individual, is not, in essence and being, different from Brahman, the
cosmir principle.
This brings us to a very significant implicationof the theory of Brahman,
to wit, the essential identity of the individualself with the universal spirit.
Atman, the unifying principle of subjective existence, is affirmedto be in
essence non-different from Brahman, the unifying principle of objective
existence.'7 Different analogies are often employed to express the relation
of identity between the individual self and the Supreme Spirit, namely, the
analogy of infinite space as related to finite portions of space,"sthe analogy
of the one moon as related to its plurality of reflectionson the surface of a
lake,19 and the like. But, philosophically speaking, analogies are more misleading than helpful, in so far as they createspecial difficultiesof their own.
Atman and Brahman are not, of course, identicalin the sense that they are
synonymousterms. According to some, they are in essence the same reality
viewed from differentstandpoints,the subjectiveand the objective.20According to some, they are different poises of being or modes of existence of the
same reality.2' The individual self is identical with the Supreme Spirit in
""Self" in the capitalized form denotes the inmost spiritual essence of the individual, which is to be
as a flux or stream
distinguishedfrom the mind, the intellect, the ego, or the empirical self conceived of
of consciousness, and also from the soul conceived of as a particular mental substance. The Self or
Atman is the Absolute viewed from the subjective standpoint (xamkara), or a real mode of existence
of the Absolute (Aurobindo).
7The differentiation between the subjective and the objective is relative to the discursive understanding. The discovery of Brahman is the discovery of the unity of existence beyond the subject-object
differentiation; but this discovery is made in the Vedas and the Upanisads by tracing the multipliciry
of the objective world to its unitary source The discovery of the Atmlan is the discovery of the inmost
center of human personality beyond the mind, the ego, and the intellect, which are responsiblefor all
divisions and separations,including the subject-object differentiation. But this discovery is made in the
Upanisads through subjective self-exploration and self-analysis. By both subjective and objective routes,
what is ultimately attained is the non-dual and indivisible pure consciousness which is manifested as
the differentiated world characterized by subjective and objective poles. Vedinta affirms this identity
of Atman and Brabman, both on the authority of mystic realization and on the strength of rational
analysis. See Chatterjee and Data, op. cit., pp. 406-411.
Ibid., p. 411.
:Ibid., p. 410.
Ibid., pp. 403-404.
= See Sri Aurobindo, The Life Divine, Book 2, Part I, Chap. Im.
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being and essence; but it is different from the latter in function and form of
manifestation. And, even though the Supreme Spirit is indivisibly present
in the individual self, it cannot be said to be contained or exhaustedin the
latter. Accordingto some, again, the individual self is part and parcel of the
SupremeSpirit.22It is not, of course, a part in the usual acceptationof the
term, becausethe SupremeSpirit is assuredlypartless and indivisiblein character. Nor can Brahmanbe said to be present in the individual self only
partially or in a limited degree, because Brahman surely cannot be said to
admit of any quantitativedetermination. The truth is that individualselves
are in essence differentunique centers of creative self-expressionof the same
undivided reality, Brahman.
BRAHMAN AND THE WORLD

Viewed from the human perspective, Brahman is the creative source of
the cosmic manifold: Brahman creates the world, and pervades,controls,
and guides the world process. But, at the same time, Brahmantranscendsthe
world in respect of its unfathomable essence, its inexhaustiblepossibilities,
and its absolute freedom. The relation between Brahman and the world, if
we can speak of any relation at all, is an asymmetricalone, because even
though the world is pervadedby Brahman, Brahman cannot be said to be
pervadedby the world. The world is a form of appearanceof Brahman,23
but appearancescannot be said to be the stuff of which Brahmanis made.
The world process is a creative adventureof Brahman. It is the process of
its objective self-manifestationin the apparent contraries of its nature.24
Brahman is indivisible being-consciousness-joy.Matter, which is infinite
divisibility, dark inconscience,and utter insentience, is the utmost limit of
the self-externalizationor self-alienation of Brahman, the Supreme Spirit.
The process of cosmic evolution is the process of the increasing selfmanifestationof Brahmanin the conditions provided by matter.25
The world is in essence the infinitely diversifiedexpressionof the superconscient creative energy (maya or sakti) of Brahman. It may be described
2This is the view of Ramanuja. See S. Radhakrishnan,The Bhagavadgiti (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1948), p. 329.
'The world is an appearancein the sense that it does nor exist by itself, but is a beginningless and
endless process of creation and dissolution sustained by the creative power of Brahmancalled maya or
sakti. Whether this process is real or unreal, and, if unreal, in what sense it is unreal, are matters of
philosophical controversy.
2 In Mundaka
Upanisad I.i.8, ic is said, "Brahman expands by means of austerity, and from It
primal matter is produced; from matter prina (life); from prina, mind; from mind, the elements;
from the elements, the worlds; thence works, and from works, their immortal fruits."
'This point has been brought out at length by Sri Aurobindo. See The Life Divine, pp. 628-631.
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as the interweaving of endless forms assumed by the primordial creative
energy. The manifestation of the cosmic creativity in inconscient form is
physical energy, which constitutesthe essence of matter. The manifestation
of the cosmic creativityin subconscientform is vital energy,which constitutes
the essence of life. The manifestationof the cosmic creativityin subrational
form is sense-boundmental consciousness,which constitutesthe essence of
the animal mind. The manifestationof the cosmiccreativityin rationalform
is rational self-consciousness,which constitutes the essence of humanity.
Finally, the manifestationof cosmic creativityin superconscientform is spirital energy, which constitutes the essence of the divine spirit. The divine
superconscientis characterizedby unfetteredtruth-visionand creativedelight.
Those who have a glimpse, or more or less enduringexperience,of the superconscient are persons whom we call mystic seers, spiritual masters, godintoxicatedsaints, ambassadorsof God on earth,"2and the like.
SPIRITUALFREEDOM

We have seen that, accordingto the theory of Brahman,individualityand
universalityare interrelatedforms of manifestationof the same basic reality.
The question may now be raised: What is the highest goal or the summum
bonum of the individual? The answer of Hindu philosophy is embodied in
its conceptof mukti, spiritualfreedom. Mukti means freedomfrom ignorance
and, consequently,the attainment of the directnessof truth-vision (j$na).
It implies transitionfrom all forms of narrownessof outlook and a limitless
expansion of consciousness. It implies emancipationfrom all kinds of emotional attachment and psychic dependence. Mukti signifies freedom from
such psychic polarities as pain and pleasure,love and hatred, attractionand
repulsion,and the consequent attainmentof mental balance and equilibrium
(samata). Finally, mukti means consciousabidingin Brahman(Brahmisthiti),
which is another name for spiritual integration. It involves the reorganization of the entire personalityin the light of one's knowledge of the supreme
truth.
Mukti, spiritualfreedom, is essentially a matter of knowledge.2 It is not
mediate knowledge via the senses or the discursiveunderstanding,but an
immediate apprehensionof reality born of the complete integration of personality. It is not a passive state of the mind, but a dynamicexperiencewhich
' Those who attain spiritual fulfllment are integrated with the supreme truth, and dedicate their
lives, as did the Buddha, the Christ, aiikara, etc., to the interests of the reign of truth in the world.
" Mukti is not the attainment of a new and foreign condition, but the realization of the inmost
essence of one's being. See Chatterjee and Datta, op. cit., p. 414.
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is capableof transformingthe entire personalityinto an active centerof selfmanifestationof the supreme truth. It is not a condition of blessednessto
be attainedin a hypotheticalhereafter,but a state of self-integrationwhich
can be attainedhere and now in this very world (jivanmukti). So, the charge
of other-worldliness,which is often brought against Hinduism. rests upon
a regrettablemisunderstanding.The highest goal of life, accordingto Hinduism, is not attainment of a hypothetical heaven beyond the grave, or perpetuity of existence in time, but one's conscious integrationwith the fundamental truth of existence, which is non-temporal in character. Since the
non-temporalpervades every moment of time, such conscious integration
can be achieved at any time in our wordly life as soon as the inner psychic
tensions and emotional conflicts are completely liquidated. The immediate
experienceof Brahmanis neither a transcendentalmystic flight28nor a mysterious raptureof trance,but the direct realizationof the filndamntnaloneness of all existence and of the rootedness of the All of existence in the
absolute freedom of the spirit.29
BRAHMAN AND THE VOID

The Brahmanof Hindu philosophy and the Sunyataor Void of Buddhism
are ordinarily supposed to be radically divergent conceptions. Brahman
means fullness of being, plenitude or abundance, whereas Sunyata meane
emptiness. Where is the point of contact between fullness and emptiness?
On closer examinationit will be found that the differenceis more apparent
than real and that it is a distinction in emphasisonly. Brahmanis the unity
of supra-cosmicsilence and cosmic creativity(nirgu.a and saguna),the unity
of absolutefreedomand universallaw (anantamand rtam). In the Upanisace
there are negative as well as positive descriptionsof Brahman;descriptions
in terms of "neti, neti" ("not this, not this"),30 as well as in terms of "iti, iti"
("this is it, this is it").31 Negative descriptions intend to bring out the in-

adequacyof logical formulationsin regardto the nature of ultimate reality,
whereas positive descriptionsseek to bring out the nature of the supreme
truth as the ultimate unifying and integrating principle of existence. The
'Because Brahmanis eternally present within us and in the world. "That art thou"; "All this (that
you see] is indeed Brahman."
'2To know Brabman as Saguna is to realize the unity of the cosmic manifold in His creative power.
To know Brahman as Nirguna is to realize that the entire empirical flux of the one and the many is
an appearance,and as such is rooted in that non-dual truth which is absolutely free from all determinations and all limitations of cosmic expression.
' See Taittiriya
Upanisad III. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, where it is successively pointed out that Brahman is noc
matter, life, mind, intellect, etc.
MaindiikyaUpanisadI. 2: "All this is indeed Brahman. This Atman is Brahman."
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concept of Brahmandoes not imply faith in the ultimacy of mere non-being
or absolutenothing. It seeks to expressthe profoundspiritualtruth that ultimate reality is beyondall conceptualformulationin terms of being and nonbeing, one and many, consciousand unconscious. The Void, properlyunderstood, is the same as Nirguna Brahman. It was the spiritual mission of the
Buddha to restore the profound Upanisadic insight into the unfathomable
depth of ultimate reality as against the prevailing intellectualism and ceremonialism of his time. But, while Buddhismas a reform movement within
Hindu society had to be mainly negative in its philosophical articulation,
Hindu philosophy at its best has always endeavoredto maintain a balance
between the negative and the positive aspects of reality.
BRAHMAN,TAO, AND T'AI CHI

The Brahman of Hindu philosophy bears close resemblance to the Tao
(the Way) of Taoism and the T'ai Chi (the Great Ultimate) of NeoConfucianism. They are all proclaimed,in their essence, to be logically indefinableand conceptually indeterminable,32
but, nevertheless, the ultimate
sourceand ground of all determinations. "The Tao which can be named is
not the true Tao,"says Lao Tz:.33 But the nameless Tao is also the ultimate
groundof yang and yin, which are the active and passive principlesof cosmic
existence. Similarly,Neo-Confucianismaffirmsthat in the beginning there
was the T'ai Chi, which is the ground of such mutually opposed determinate
principlesas yang and yin (the active and passive principles), or li and ch'i
(reasonand vital force, or the universaland the particularizingprinciples).34
The concept of Tao has been developed mainly, however, as a universal
essence behind the multitudinous forms and processes of Nature, and has
consequentlyimpartedto Taoism the characterof naturalisticmysticism. The
concept of T'ai Chi, on the other hand, has been developed mainly as the
principle of unity and harmony underlying the multitudinous transactions
and interrelationsof human society, and has consequentlyimpartedto Confucianism the characterof ethical realism. In Neo-Confucianism there is a
greater emphasis upon the reality of the transitory determinationsof the
infinite backgroundof existence and upon the facts of human relationships.
Accordingto Hinduism,Nature and human society are both modes of maniThat is to say, inexpressiblein terms of logical notions and philosophical concepts.
"The Three Religions of Cbina, 2d ed., by Soothill (1925), p. 56, quoted by Radhakrishnanin his
The Bhagavadgiti, p. 21, footnote.
4See Wing-tsit Chan, "The Story of Chinese Philosophy," in Charles A. Moore, ed., Philosophy--East
and West (Princcton: Princeton University Press, 1946), pp. 56-58.
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festationor gradesof evolutionaryself-fulfillmentof Brahman,the Supreme.35
But neither the unbroken unity of Nature nor the ideal harmonyof human
relationshipsexhausts the significanceof the concept of Brahman. Brahman
has also a mode of existence which may be called, to borrowRudolph Otto's
suggestivephrase,the "Numinous,"in so far as it is entirely beyondall categories of the human mind.
In the Void of Buddhismboth being and non-being are denied. Being as
well as non-beingmay be granted "dependentreality"and "secondarytruth,"
but the Void transcendsthem all.36 In Taoism the greateremphasisis upon
non-being (wu wei). "Heaven and Earth and all things come from being,"
saysthe Tao-te Ching, "andbeing comes from non-being."37It has been said
that in Neo-Confucianism both being and non-being are synthesized in
reality, which is conceived as "a continuous process of productionand reproduction."According to the philosophy of the Upanisads,Brahmanin its
aspectof supra-cosmicsilence (nirgu.na)is beyond both being and non-being
in so far as it completely transcendsall categoriesof the human mind. But,
in its mode of existence as cosmic creativity (saguna), Brahman sustains
the world processas an interplay of being and non-being. The supra-cosmic
and the cosmic,freedom and creativity,are equally real aspectsof Brahman,38
even though the former may be logically more fundamentalthan the latter.
It is a complete misunderstandingof the true spirit of Hindu philosophy
to suppose that it encourages a negative attitude to life. The truth is that
Hindu philosophyhas alwaysacknowledgednegativityas an importantfactor
in the right type of affirmationof life. In order to understandthe world
from the true perspective,in order to appreciatethe proper significanceof
the temporal order in the context of the eternal, in order to participatein
the dramaof life in a spiritof detachment,freedom,and mental equilibrium,
periodicretirementinto the silence of the transcendentalhas been considered
essential.
BRAHMAN AND THE ABSOLUTE

The word "Brahman"is often renderedin English as the Absolute. But
the Absolute as it is usually understoodin the idealisticphilosophicalsystems
of the West can hardly be regardedas synonymouswith Brahman. An ade"In the Gita, God reveals Himself as the World-Spirit that destroys in order to manifest new divine
possibilitiesin human society. See Anilbaran Roy, ed., The Message of the Gita, XI.
'See Wing-tsit Chan, "Syntheses in Chinese Metaphysics," in Charles A. Moore, ed., Essaysin EastWest Philosophy (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1951), p. 164.
JIbid.,p. 165.
"Sri Aurobindo, Essays on the Gita (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1953), p. 72.
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quate grasp of the distinctionbetween Brahmanand the Absolute is vital to
a proper understandingof the true spirit of Hindu philosophy. In Western
philosophy, the Absolute has been conceived either as the negation of the
relative, or as the synthetic unity of the world of relations and distinctions.
The Absolute as the total negation of the world of relativitymust be entirely
unknown and unknowable,as HerbertSpencercontends. The Absolute conceived as the unifying principle of the relative world is in some respects
dependent upon the world as the world is dependent upon the Absolute, as
Hegel and his followers contend.3 Even those Hegelian thinkers who are
seriouswith regardto the element of transcendencein the natureof the Absolute, and who, in consequence,conceiveof the Absolute as supra-rationaland
super-relational immediate experience, imagine such transcendence as a
function of the world of appearance. For instance, Bradley and Bosanquet
maintainthat the Absolutetranscendsthe world of appearanceonly in respect
to the specific quality of its experience, and that this specific transcendent
quality is the outcomeof an all-pervasivetransmutationof the multitudinous
appearancesof the world. In the view of Bradley,appearancesare the sntff
of which the world is made. There is nothing in the Absolute which is not
to be found in the appearances,but, as Bradleyhastens to add, "with appearances alone to its credit, the Absolute would have been bankrupt."40This
qualificationdoes not refer to any transcendentpoise of being of the Absolute. Nor does it refer to any element in the nature of the Absolute which
is independent of the world of appearance.It simply intends to remind us
of the fact that the appearancesor the phenomenal diversitiesof the world
undergo varying degrees of modificationand transformationin giving rise
to the specific quality of experience which is characteristicof the Absolute,
and which is, by the very nature of the case, inaccessibleto any man.
The conception of the Absolute as the total negation of the relative and
the finite is repugnantto the theory of Brahman.J The theory of Brahman
is, as we have seen, emphatic in its affirmationof the essential identity of
Brahman and Atman, of the Divine and the Self, of the universal and the
individual. This implies that Brahman is the immanent truth of the world
of the finite and the relative. And consequently,Brahman is not entirely
S3SeeH. S. Macran, Hegel's Doctrine of Formal Logic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1912), p. 84.
40F. H. Bradley, Appearanceand Reality (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1946), p. 433: "The Absolute
has no assets beyond appearances." Again, "Reality without appearance would be nothing, for there
certainly is nothing outside appearances." Ibid., p. 432.
'This is evident from such declarations as "Sarvamikalvidamn Brahman" (All this is indeed Brahman). Cbandogya Upanisad 111.14. The finite world, in so far as it is assumed to be self-contained
and self-existent is declared unreal in the Upanisads, but the finite world in its true essence is a form
of manifestation of Brahman, and, therefore, is identical therewith.
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unknown and unknowable,42but is, rather, the basic condition of all differentiatedknowledge and capable of intuitive realization. The Absolute, conceived as the synthetic unity of the world of relativity, may be regardedas
an aspector mode of existenceof Brahman. It is Saguna Brahman,Brahman
in its poise of being as cosmic creativity. It has been seen that Brahmanas
conceived in the Upanisads is not only saguna but also nirguna, not only
cosmic creativity but also supra-cosmicsilence, not only synthetic unity but
also the non-dualsupreme(advaitam). Brahmanas the non-dualSupremeis
beyondthe scope of applicationof such categoriesas unity, creativity,and the
like. Nirguna Brahmancannot be properly describedeven as transcendent,
becausetranscendenceimplies relationship to an other which it transcends.
Nirguna Brahman is that to which the relational way of thinking simply
does not apply. The desireto know the relationbetween Nirguna and Sagu.na
Brahmanwould arise from a failure to grasp the non-relationalcharacterof
Nirguna Brahman. All that can be said is that nirguna and saguna, silence
and creativity, are two poises of being or modes of existence of the same
supreme reality called Brahman.43Brahman as the identity of such logical
incompatiblesis, indeed,the profoundestmysteryof existence.
BRAHMAN AND THE UNDIFFERENTIATED
AESTHETIC CONTINUUM

Professor F. S. C. Northrop has interpretedthe concept of Brahman as
that of the "undifferentiatedaesthetic continuum." By this is meant that
Brahmanis the totality of all that which is immediatelygiven to our sense
experience,consideredin its aspect of unity, divested of all differentiations.
"Brahmanis what we immediatelyapprehendwith all the distinctionsand
differentiationswithin it abstractedaway."44Northrop has laid much emphasis upon the fact that Brahmanis a concept by intuition, and has drawn
a line of demarcationbetween a concept by intuition and a concept by postulation.45Now, it is true that Brahman is essentially a concept by intuition.
It has been repeatedlyaffirmedin the Upanisadsthat Brahmancan be known
not by logical reasoning, nor by mere erudite scholarship, but by spiritual
intuition born of self-disciplineand self-integration. But it has been the endeavor of the philosophicalworks of the Vednta--e.g., the works of Sam42Brahman is unknowable as an objective content and inaccessibleto
it is surely attainable in a supra-intellectual immediacy of experience
Swami Nikhilananda, The Upanishads, Vol. II, pp. 248-249.
'See Sri Aurobindo, Essays on the Gita, pp. 125-126.
"Northrop, "The Complementary Emphases of Eastern Intuitive and
in Charles A. Moore, ed., Philosopby-East
and West, p. 192.

the mind and the intellect, but
called turiya

or samidhi.

See

Western Scientific Philosophy,"

4 Ibid., pp. 186-187.
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kara, Ramanuja,Nimbarka, and others-to show that Brahman, which is
essentiallya conceptby intuition, can also be vindicatedas a concept by postulation. Accordingto the Vedanta philosophy,a thoroughgoinganalysisof the
incontrovertiblefacts of our experienceleads us to the concept of Brahman
and his
as the postulate or presuppositionof all our experience. arhmkara
followers have tried to show, for instance,how an analysis of such different
phases of human experience as waking, dream, dreamlesssleep, and mystic
rpali7ation(turiya) constrain us to formulate the notion of pure unobjective consciousnessas the one fundamental reality which is called AtmanBrahman.4 Being established on independentlogical grounds, the concept
of Brahmanis thus as much a concept by postulationas a concept by intuition.47 Reason is not in essence totally opposed to spiritual intuition, but is
an inadequatemode of apprehensionwhich is fulfilled and consummatedin
intuition.
It is definitelywrong to identify Brahmanwith the aesthetic factor in the
nature of existence. The aesthetic and the theoretic factors are in truth inseparableaspectsof the world of manifestation,which is called "jagat,"i.e.,
the cosmicflux, in Hindu philosophy. Brahman,in its inmost essence,is none
of these-neither the theoretic factor,i.e., thought in its universalizedform
(e.g., absolutethought), nor the aestheticcomponent in its undifferentiated
totality. The conceptof Brahmantrulyrepresentsa radicallydifferentdimension of existence,and that is why the Upanisadshad to employ the language
of "not this, not this" ("neti, neti") in an attempt to direct our mind toward
its innermost essence. But even though Brahman transcends,in respect of
its deepest essence,both the aestheticand the theoretic factors in the nature
of empirical existence, still it may also be said to include them in a sense,
in so far as sensuous immediacy and rational mediation are interrelated
factors in the creative self-expressionof Brahman. The immediacy characteristic of the experienceof Brahmanis not to be confounded with that of
sentientexperience;rather,it is akin to (though not quite the same as) what
F. H. Bradley in his Appearance and Reality calls "that superior form of
immediacy"where "thought must reach its consimmation."48
What Northrop calls the aesthetic continuum corresponds,strictly speaking, to the concept of prakrti or maya in Hindu philosophy. Prakrti or
'The same fl,nsamental reality is called Brahman in so far as it is the creative source of the objective
world, and is called Atman in so far as it is the inmost essence of psychical existence.
"See Chatterjee and Datta, op. cit., p. 399 and also p. 406, where it is rightly pointed out that
according to Vedinta the theories of Brahman and Atman not only rest upon the authority of revealed
texts and spiritual realization, but can also be independently
'Bradley, Appearance and Reality, p. 152.

established on logical grounds.
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maya is the totality of empirical existence considered as a creative flow.49
It has two forms: llnmanifest and manifest (avyakta and vyakta). In its
manifest form it is characterizedby endless differencesand differentiations,
such as sounds, colors, forms, etc.; it is the infinitely diversifiedworld of
our experience. In its unmanifest form it is the sum total of existence in
its undifferentiatedunity and creativepotentiality. What Northrop calls the
undifferentiatedaesthetic continuum is in truth the unmanifest prakrti of
Hindu philosophy.
It is also a grievousmistake to describeBrahmanas a continuum. By continuum Northrop means an all-embracingfield, a field including the manifold of sensuous intuition. But, as John Wild has rightly pointed out,50 it
is improperto apply the word "continuum"to Brahman,which is conceived
as "an indivisibleunity,"and which is "altogetherwithout parts of any kind."
If Brahman is to be representedin any way at all, it is to be represented,
not as a continuum,but as a metaphysicalpoint (bindu). Just as a mathematical point has only position but no magnitude, similarly Brahmanas the
metaphysical point is the undivided and indivisible unity of pure being,
which is, in its deepest essence, beyond all spatio-temporalextension. Brahman is, indeed, beyond quantitativemeasurement.andqualitativedetermination, and as such it defies all logical articulation.
Northrop has broughtout with admirableprecision,however, the practical
implicationsof the concept of Brahman. He is perfectly right in assuming
that the experience of Brahman entails the following consequences:51
(1) rPali7ation of the uninterruptedunity of all existence; (2) love of peace
and dynamic compassion for the entire creation; (3) readiness to accept
change as the very stuff of our existence; (4) perceptionof the inadequacy
of all determinatelogical and ethical principles as a theoretical equivalent
of the concretetexture of reality;and (5) devotion to the aestheticand spiritual values of life.
BRAHMAN AND THE COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS

Dr. C. G. Jung, the founder of analytical psychology, has interpretedthe
conceptsof Brahmanand Atman in Hindu philosophy from the psychologi"The concept of prakrti in Siahkhya, as well as the concept of mdiy in Vedinta, is essentially a
dynamic principle that accounts for the entire world process, including matter at one extreme and
thought at another. See Catterjee and Datta op. cit., pp. 271-278, and also p. 377.
"?In Charles A. Moore, ed., Philosophy--East and West, p. 262.
'"F. S C Northrop, The Meeting of East and West (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950),
Chaps. IX and X. (1) is the implication of Northrop's characterization of Brahman as an "allembracing continuum." For (2), see pp. 329-335. For (3), see pp. 336-337. For (4), see pp. 381-386.
For (5), see p. 403.
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cal point of view. The Atman, the Self, is, Jung rightly points out, far more
comprehensivethan the ego, for the Self is the center of our total psychical
existence, including the conscious and the unconscious, whereas the ego is
essentiallythe focal point of consciousness.52Jung interpretsthe concept of
Brahmanas the center or essence of the collective unconscious. The great
Vedantic truth concerning the essential identity of the cosmic and the psychical principles is, in his view, indicativeof a very deep layer of unity in
the unconscious,a unity behind or under the world of personal phantasies
and desires,a unity transcendingthe chaoticdisorderof instinctive forces, a
unity beyond the darknessof the personalunconscious. The identity of the
Self and the Supreme (Atman and Brahman) represents the all-containing
unity of what Buddhistscall the "bodhi-mandald'-the magic circle of enlightenment, when the meditator feels his essential identity with his object
of meditation,Brahmanor Aritabha53
What Jung says about the concepts of Atman and Brahmandoes, indeed,
contain a good deal of precious truth from the psychological point of view,
but it must be pointedout that a psychologicalinterpretationof philosophical
concepts does not exhaust their total significance;nor is the psychological
point of view decisivein determiningthe natureof ultimate reality. Psychologically, Brahmanmay be regardedas the center of the collective unconscious, but from the philosophical standpointthe concept of Brahmansums
up the natureof the universe in its innermostessence and functionsas the ultimate basis, not only of the psychologicaldistinction between the conscious
and the unconscious,but also of the more fundamental distinction between
the psychicaland the physical or between the inner and the outer. It is the
failure to grasp this ontological significanceof the concept of Brahmanthat
has led Jung to characterizethe methodof Yoga as an introvertedmovement
of consciousness. We of India know that yoga is essentially a method of
achieving union with the fundamental truth of existence and the creative
purposeof life. Those who realize Brahmannot only achieve a wonderful
measure of self-integration but also become transformed into immensely
dynamicpersonalitieswho dedicatethemselvesto the good of humanityand
to the establishmentof peace in the world. The Bhagavad-gitateaches that
realizationof Brahman and abiding in Brahman (Brahmisthiti) is not incompatiblewith even such an all-absorbingoutwardactivity as warfare. That
is why the supremeGodhead of the Hindusis at once an archetypalintrovert
"C. G. Jung, Psychological Types (London: Kegan Paul and Co., 1933), p. 475.
"See C G. Jung, "The Psychology of Eastern Meditation," in K. B. Iyer, ed., Art and Thought
(London: Luzac and Co., 1947), p. 178.
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and an archetypalextravert. Siva,for example,is at once the princeof ascetics
and the king of dancers,whose ecstatic dance constitutesthe rhythm of the
entire creation. He is at once the most auspiciousand the most terrible,the
unity of the daunting and the fascinating. Similarly, Krsna is not only the
God of love and devotion but also the God of war and destruction,who
mobilizes the forces of righteousnessand progress against antisocial and reactionarytendencies with a view to the establishmentof the reign of law
in human society.
BRAHMAN AND THE SPIRITUAL RENAISSANCE OF INDIA

The historyof the spiritualrenaissanceof India is the historyof the reaffirmation of the concept of Brahman, not only as the ultimate principle of
thought, but also as the central principle of living. It is the history of the
applicationof the concept of Brahmanto the reorganizationof the national
and cultural life of India. Sri Ramakrishna,the prophet of the harmonyof
all religions, points out that the immediate experienceof Brahmaninvolves
the vivid realization of the essential unity of the great historical religions
of the world, which are differentpathwaysleading to the same goal.54 Moreover, such fundamental philosophical positions as pluralism, monism, and
non-dualismare not to be staticallyviewed as mutually exclusive water-tight
logical systems, but should be dynamically conceived as different stages in
man's spiritual unfoidmenr. The multiple self, the personal God, and the
impersonalAbsolute, are differentmoments in the life of the same Brahman.
So, the most important thing in religion is to realize the Supreme directly
and to bring into life and society something of the creative light of that
realization.
RabindranathTagore, the great poet-seer of India, laid special emphasis
upon the aspect of Brahmanas joy and beauty and harmony.') Even though
essentially beyond all forms, Brahman as creative joy bursts forth in endless forms and in an unending procession of visible patterns. In Tagore's
view, life is a magnificent feast of the Infinite's creative delight, in which
man has been invited to participate.:6Thus, the aim of life is not to turn
one's back upon the bonds of human relationship,but to realize the divine
in the midst of all relations. The ideal of life is to erter into a creative
'See Romain Rolland, Prophets of the New India, E. F. Malcolm-Smith, trans. (New York: Albert
and Charles Boni, 1930), pp. 63-64.
"See Tagore, Gitdajaii (in Bengali) (Calcutta: Viivabhirati-Granthilaya, Bangibda 1355), poems
5, 8, 67, 120; also Santiniketan (in Bengali) (Calcutta: Viivabhirati-Granchilaya, Bangibda 1356),
Vol. I, p. 116, and Vol. II, pp. 132, 229.
4See Gitanjali (in English) (London: Macmillan & Co., 1949), poem 16.
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fellowship with the divine artist and to realize the harmony of Brahman
more and more through a cultural interminglingof the different races and
peoples of the world.
Maharma Gandhi, the architect of India's political independence, succeeded in rousing the political consciousnessof the teeming millions of
India becausehis leadershipwas in keeping with the spirit of Indian culture.
He emphasized the impersonal characterof Brahman as the principle of
unity behind all philosophical and religious differencesof mankind.57Truth
and non-violence were for him the two inseparableaspectsof Brahman or
ultimate reality. If truth implies the characterof Brahman as the unity of
thought and existence,non-violence or love impliesthe characterof Brahman
as the harmonyof human relationship. It was Gandhi'sfirm conviction that
the Kingdom of God (Ramrajya) can be establishedin the world only by
a thoroughgoing application of the principlesof truth and non-violence to
the social, political, and internationalproblemsof our existence. His whole
life was an unceasing effort to carry this conviction into effective reality;
it was, indeed, a series of rigorously conductedexperiments with truth in
the sphere of collective living. He guided the freedom movement of India
with spiritual weapons, taking his stand upon the conviction that for the
effective fulfillment of a noble end it is also necessary to employ noble
means,and that the power of evil can be successfullyresistedwith soul-force,
which is vastly superiorto the destructivenessof the machine. In mobilizing
the nationalistforcesof India against the armedmight of the British Empire
he used tr- say, "We must not have any hatred in our mind against the
British people,-no hatred in thought, speechand action. We want to resist
evil with love. And love's method of resistance is non-violent non-cooperation with the forces of injustice."58The history of the political independenceof India is a convincing demonstrationof the invincible power
of organi7&dnon-violence in subduing the forces of evil and injustice.
Another outstanding leader of renascent India was Sri Aurobindo, at
once a mystic poet and a spiritual master,a prophetand a philosopher. The
celebrated French thinker Romain Rolland has acclaimed him as "having
realized the most complete synthesis achieved up to the present between
the genius of the West and of the East."5 The concept of Brahman occuSee the chapters entitled "The Gospel of Truth" and "Truth is God," in P. K. Prabhu and U. R.
Rao, eds., The Mind of Mahatma Gandhi (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1946). See also Mahadev
Desai, The Gospel of SelflessAction, The Gita According to Gandhi (Ahmedabad: Navajivan Publishing House, 1948), pp. 7-8.
"Tbe Mind of MahatmaGandbi, Chaps. X, XII, XIV.
'See Prophets of the New India, p. 627.
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pies a central place in the philosophy of Sri Aurobindo. Brahman,properly
interpreted,contains within itself, so holds Sri Aurobindo, the principle of
reconciliationof the highest values of the civilizations of the East and the
West.60 Brahmanis the name given to that fundamental truth of existence
which is the unity of time and eternity, freedom and creativity,silence and
activity.

Accordingto the theory of Brahman as interpretedby Sri Aurobindo,the
uniquenessof individualself-expression,endless cosmic creativity,and supracosmic freedom are equally real and eternal factors in the nature of reality.61
It follows from this that the true significanceof life lies neither in exclusive
glorification of individuality nor in the liquidation of individuality in a
supra-cosmicsilence. The ideal of life is, rather, the realizationof the unity
of all individualsin the cosmic creativity and the maximum intensification
of individual self-expressionon the solid foundation of spiritual freedom.
The material world is, in the view of Sri Aurobindo, neither independently
real, nor transcendentlyunreal. It is, rather, the scene of progressiveselfmanifestationof the superconscientreal in the conditions provided by inconscient matter.62 So, the future of humanity lies in a creative fusion of

the material and the spiritual values of life-in an active reconciliationof
the psychological,aesthetic,and spiritualvalues with the material,economic,
and political values of life.63

Sri Aurobindolooks upon the creative flow of time as a play of hide-andseek betweenNature and Spirit.64Matteris Spirit, Spirithiding itself behind
Nature'smask of inconscience. The processof evolution is Nature constantly
straining forward toward increasing manifestation

of the Spirit within

herself. Life, mind, and reason-the vegetable kingdom, the animal kingdom, and the human race-represent different grades in the objective selfarticulationof the Spirit in matter. The history of human civilization is
the history of the evolutionary development of Nature toward the next
higher manifestationof the Spiritin materialconditionsin the form of Supermanhood.65Supermanhoodis, in truth, the vision of a unique world order,
an era of peace, progress, and harmony. The effective realization of this
' See Sri Aurobindo, Essays on the Gila, Book 2, Chap. XV, where Sri Aurobindo shows that timeless perfection (aksara) and unceasing change (ksara) are equally real aspects of ultimate reality (Purusottama). So, the highest ideal of life is neither mere spiritual liberation nor mere dynamic selfexpression, but active co-operationwith the creative impetus of life on the basis of spiritual liberation
(ibid., Book 2, Chap. XVI).
'Sri Aurobindo, The Life Divine, p. 348.
Ibid., pp. 103-104.
' Ibid., Book 1, Chps. II, III.
"Ibid., pp. 102-104.
s
Ibid., pp. 753-754.
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ideal depends upon a radical change of the inner nature and consciousness
of man, and not simply upon a change of the social and political externals
of life. This change of inner consciousnesscan be effectuatedby organized
spiritual endeavor and by bringing into overt operation in our life and
society powers of consciousnesshigher than the mental and the rational.
Man has evolved out of the matrix of animal consciousnesswith the emergence of the rational mind as the dominant power of being. Similarly,Sri
Aurobindo maintains, human evolution is destined to blossom forth into
supermanhoodwith the emergence of the supermind or the intuitive and
dynamictruth-consciousnessas the dominantpower of living.66 The Supermind will not have to come from without, because it is the latent divine
possibility of human nature.
It is thus evident that the theory of Brahman,rightly understood,combines
faith in the reality of the higher spiritual values of life and the spirit of
active fellowship with the creative force of evolution toward the ideal of
a world order of abiding peace, progress, and harmony (Dharmarajya).67

Ibid., p. 754. Also Book 2, Chap. XXVI.
"This is well brought out in the Giti, where Krsna urges Arjuna to co-operate actively with the
world spirit, being consciously united with the supreme Godhead (VIII. 7). Krsna's ideal behind this
advice is the establishment of truth in the world (IV. 7-8).

